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Abstract: 2. rev. udg. engelsk udgave af 'Nye byrum'. This book presents an overview of the developments in the use and planning of public spaces, and offers a detailed description of 9 cities with interesting public space strategies: Barcelona, Lyon, Strasbourg, Freiburg and Copenhagen in Europe, Portland in North America, Curitiba and Cordoba in South America and Melbourne in Australia. It also portrays 39 selected public space projects from all parts of the World. The strategies and projects are extensively illustrated by drawings, plans and photographs.
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At institution

Research institutions in Architecture, Design and Conservation
cities the general attitude towards the importance of Public space had been neglected by many and, almost considered merely as ‘gaps between buildings’. Public spaces offer great cultural, economical and social values restoring the identity of cities and, enhancing the lifestyle of its citizens giving them opportunities for new experiences. “...Public spaces. another unique example of how a museum is developed into a public domain is The British Museum at Great. New York City attracts creative and entrepreneurial minds, so it only makes sense that it has comfortable spaces for people to launch their ideas into action. In the last decade, there's been a boom of coworking spaces that have reshaped how and where professionals can work. As alternatives to traditional single company offices, coworking spaces, at their core, are hubs for innovation that provide cozy environments for getting work done and opportunities for networking. Start by marking "New City Spaces, Strategies and Projects" as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. The past 25 years have seen a marked increase in the interest for public spaces and public life. The book presents an overview of the developments in the use and planning of public spaces, and offers a detailed description of architecturally interesting and inspiring public...